
Walk In Reservations with Vehicles

How to create a reservation for your Walk-Ins with Vehicles. These reservations
need to be assigned onto sites that are length appropriate.

1 Walk Ins with Vehicles

Scenario Example: A guest shows up with a Vehicle i.e. Motor home for a Powered Site.
On the Availability Grid: create a Rez Quote reservation for the desired number of nights; 
click on the Arrival date, drag out for the desired number of nights and press Rez Quote.

(Alternately, you could make the reservation by selecting Submit, instead of Rez Quote
after dragging out for the number of nights. This will open the Booking Quote screen with 
the unit already selected. The number of Occupants and the Vehicle Details are entered 
prior to submitting the reservation.)

2 Guest Folio

The guest’s details need to be entered into the Guest Folio.
If the guest is new: Click New Client and enter in the guest’s details.
If the guest is a returning guest: Click Search for Client and search for the client.
Select the number of occupants.
Enter in the Vehicle Details.

(If reservation was made using Submit method, only the Client details need to be entered 
– as the other required Booking Details were entered in the Booking Quote screen).

3 Assigning the Correct Unit

The reservation needs to be assigned to an Unit that can handle the length of the 
reservation. 
Click on Unit # within Booking Details.
The available units will display with their Length dimensions. Select the suitable unit.
Press Submit to finalise the reservation.

(Submit method: Unit # has already been assigned, proceed to Step 4: Payment)
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4 Payment

After the reservation has been submitted, the balance needs to be paid.
- If a deposit policy is required, you will be directed to the Charges/Payments tab; 
- If no deposit policy is required, click on the Charges/Payments tab to process through the 
payment.
Select the Payment Type.
- If deposit policy is required, override the amount and enter in the full amount of the 
reservation.
Post the full payment of the reservation and press Submit to finalise.

5 Checking In 

After the payment has been processed, there is a Quick Check In box on the 
Charges/Payments tab.
Click the Click in Reservation? flag.
The Rez Status Options box will display, with the assigned Unit already selected.
Press Check In. 

(Alternately, change to the Rez Details tab, click on the Status box and press Check In.)

The Print Selector box will display to print off a Check In Form and/or Tax Receipt, if 
required.
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